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While Gordion and some other archaeological sites in Central Anatolia have received a fair amount of international public and scholarly attention, many other sites in the general vicinity are often overlooked. Even though the historical regions of Phrygia and Galatia in Central Anatolia have numerous noteworthy classical and medieval sites, they tend to be overshadowed by neighboring regions. It can be difficult for the public to access reliable information on their various sites, as seen in the case of the countless rock-cut structures included on the Phrygian Way cultural route. Frequently, many sites have only been researched or surveyed by local Turkish scholars, whose work has only been published on a limited scale and thus remains obscure. This talk aims to highlight some notable sites I recently visited in Phrygia and Galatia, and show how The Byzantine Legacy project aims to raise awareness of cultural heritage sites and lesser-known scholarship in the general vicinity of Ankara.

In person at the TAA (Turkish-American Association), Cinnah Caddesi No: 20  
And on Zoom, registration link:  
https://us06web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZcode-trzwltHtEjm4Zsr71Gs_hYPJ3MBLLr